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Who am I?
•
•
•
•

•

•

Agenda

Clarity on
the ultimate
goals of the
journal

What should the name
of the journal be?

Is the ambition to
become a prominent
journal?

Will the journal be truly
international in scope
and focus?

If it is a local journal
focussed on national
topics, is it for local
audience or
international?

How will you measure
success?

Aims and
Scope

AIMS AND SCOPE ARE
CENTRAL PART OF ANY
JOURNAL AND SHOULD BE
CONSIDERED CAREFULLY

AIMS AND SCOPE CAN BE
COMPELLING AND
INSPIRING OFFERING
READER CLARITY ON
MISSION AND VALUE OF
THE JOURNAL

OFTEN AIMS AND SCOPE
MAY BE LACKING
CONVICTION AND DETAIL
AND MAY SEEM VAGUE TO
READERS AND
EVALUATORS

To be indexed or
not?
Indexing in international
databases can boost
prominence of a journal.
But indexing is not for every
journal. What is the
motivation for indexing?

What is the timeframe you
have setout for your journal
to develop toward indexing?

Scopus independent Content Selection & Advisory Board (CSAB)
evaluates each journal submitted to Scopus

• The CSAB is an independent board of subject experts from all over the world.
• Comprised of 17 Subject Chairs.
• Board members are chosen for their expertise in specific subject areas; many
have (journal) Editor experience.

Transparent Scopus selection criteria for serial content
Stage 1:

All titles should meet all minimum criteria in order to be considered for Scopus review:
Peer-review

English
abstracts

Regular
publication

Stage 2:

Roman script
references

Pub. ethics
statement

2) Eligible titles are reviewed by the CSAB according to 14 selection criteria:
Journal Policy

Quality of Content

Journal Standing

• Convincing editorial
concept/policy

• Academic
contribution to the field

• Citedness of journal
articles in Scopus

• Type of peer-review

• Clarity of abstracts

• Editor standing

• Diversity geographic
distribution of editors

• Quality and
conformity with stated
aims & scope

• Diversity geographic
distribution of authors

Regularity
• No delay in
publication schedule

• Readability of
articles

Title suggestion form:

http://suggestor.step.scopus.com/suggestTitle/step1.cfm

https://www.elsevier.com/solutions/scopus/content/content-policy-and-selection
titlesuggestion@scopus.com

Online Availability
• Content available
online

• English-language
journal home page
• Quality of home
page

Example of one criteria
for Scopus evaluation

Scopus criteria are interpretted in context of editorial concept
Diversity in geographic distribution of Editor & Editorial
Board (as appropriate to the aims and scope of a title):

Diversity of
the Editors

• No editorial board;
• Regional diversity of editorial board is not in line
with editorial concept;
• Regional diversity of editorial board is partly in line
with editorial concept
• Regional diversity of editorial board is entirely in line
with editorial concept
BUT we recognise that editorial boards and members may be
artificial constructs, ineffective, non-contributory, unaware
of their role or even dead.

Example of one criteria
for Scopus evaluation

Scopus criteria are interpretted in context of editorial concept
Diversity in geographic distribution of authors and reviewers:

Diversity of
Authors and
Reviewers

Generally required, however some exceptions may happen,
depending on the aims and scope of the journal (a regionally
specific subject)

• Regional diversity of authors is not in line with editorial
concept
• Regional diversity of authors is partly in line with
editorial concept
• Regional diversity of authors is entirely in line with
editorial concept

The Aims and Scope of this is very clear with specific focus on NCD's in
Asia Pacific and Mediterranean countries.

Don't try and be an International journal if
you are not. Focus on your uniqueness.
• Relevance to an international audience is not the same as
being international
• Do not call a journal “International Journal of ” unless
topics, editors, authors are international.

• Unique local content may be relevant to an international
audience and be attractive for Scopus or other
international databases

Example of a local topic journals recently accepted to Scopus
Journal of the Siam Society
Owner: The Siam Society under Royal Patronage

About the Journal
The Journal of the Siam Society is published by the Siam Society under Royal
Patronage, one of Thailand’s oldest and most active learned organizations. At the
Society’s foundation in 1904, it was resolved that “The objects of the Society shall be
the investigation and encouragement of Art, Science and Literature in relation to
neighbouring countries.” In 1924, the Society adopted the motto “Knowledge gives rise
to friendship.”
The Journal of the Siam Society has been published continuously since 1904.
The Journal publishes original articles of a scholarly nature on Thailand and
neighbouring countries in a wide range of disciplines including archaeology, epigraphy,
history, ethnology, religion, language, literature, art and architecture, and performing
arts.

How do we
ensure
professional
editorial
workflow and
maximise
visibility of our
journal?

There are certainly free
tools out there like OJS.

Ambitious journals looking
to be indexed often opt for
higher-end solutions like
Digital Commons

Digital Commons is not free
but offers professional endto-end solution on stable
and secure platform.

Journal Publishing on Digital Commons
Branding & Design
Professional Journal & Unique URL

Dedicated Consultant

Turnkey Solution

Unlimited Training & Project
Management

No Implementation,
server & IT investment

Robust Workflow

CC License & Rights

Efficient editorial process

Creative Commons
License

SEO & Visibility

Integrated PlumX
Citation & Social
media impact at
article level

Publishing Service
from
Digital Commons

Internationalization &
Improved Citation

Secured Infrastructure

Impact Metrics

Safety & risk
Management

Insight into readership &
Informative dashboard

Customization
Metadata & Workflow
Customization
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What to include on Journal Homepage
Editorial Board

•Recognized experts,
transparent who are
member

Author and Author
responsibility

•Participate in peerreview, unique, good
standards

Peer Review
Process

•All content subject to
review, objective, no
conflict of interest

Publication Ethics
Copyright and
Access

•Measures to prevent
misconduct, procedures
to address misconduct

•Clearly describe
copyright and access,
possible fees clearly
stated

Archiving

•Digital preservation is
indicated

Ownership &
Management

•Clear who owns and
manages the journal, not
misleading

Website

•Relevant information
available and according
to standards

Publication
schedule
Name of journal

•Periodicity clearly
indicated

•Name is clear, unique
and not misleading or
confusing

How Elsevier supports local journals that want to be indexed

Local Scopus boards
▪ Local content selection
boards in:
▪ Thailand
▪ ASEAN
▪ China
▪ Korea
▪ Russia

Professional Editor
workshops
▪ Key support mechanism for
local journals to improve
▪ Collaborative effort
between Elsevier and
government agencies or
local citation indexes

Visibility and workflow
▪ Visibility and workflow is
important to success of any
ambitious journal
▪ A new addition to how
Elsevier can support journals
is Digital Commons
▪ Digital Commons can help
improve visibility and impact
of journals

If you need help with your journal, feel free to contact me at a.vanservellen@elsevier.com
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Thank you
If you need further information, feel free to contact us:
Alexander van Servellen
a.vanservellen@elsevier.com

